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REPORT
RECONNAISSANCE GEOCHEMICAL SURVEY 

MINING CLAIMS TB302583 to TB302602 incl., 
and TB303743 to TB303758 incl.,

HEAVEN LAKE AREA, 
THUNDER BAY MINING DIVISION 

ONTARIO

SUMMARY

In the spring of 1971 prospectors Aart van der Brink and Stewart 

Staunton brought to the attention of Anglo United Development Corpora 

tion Limited a joint venture proposal to explore for base metal deposits 

in the Heaven Lake area, north of Thunder Bay, Ontario. This is an 

area of known sulphide occurrences, mostly barren or very low grade, 

but the geological setting appeared to be favourable, so Anglo United 

agreed to sponsor the scheme with van der Brink and Staunton doing the 

field work. Several large, non-economic occurrences of sulphide mine 

ralization were noted so the prospectors decided to stake two groups 

of claims; one on a geological bet, the other one on a magnetic anomaly 

that suggested a folded condition. Percentage of outcrop in this area 

is extremely low so conventional surface prospecting failed to indicate 

anything of particular interest. Due to the numerous known occurrences 

of barren sulphides in the district it was decided to carry out 

reconnaissance geochemical soil surveys on the two claim groups. This 

was done toward the end of the field season and the results indicated 

copper anomalies worthy of follow-up work. Unfortunately, by the time 

the complete analyses were received from the laboratory, the freeze-up 

time had come and further soil sampling was impossible.

The joint venture partners have now optioned their claims to a 

Calgary-based exploration Company who propose to carry out additional 

work on the properties.
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PROPERTY

The property consists of two groups of 36 unpatented claims. Nos. 

TB302583 to TB302602 inclusive (20) and TB303743 to TB303758 inclusive 

(16). They were recorded at the office of the Mining Recorder in Thunde 

Bay North on June 3 and July 1 9j 1971 respectively; Claims TB302583 to 

TB302602 in the name of A. van der Brink, 455 Churchill Drive, Winnipeg, 

Manitoba, and Claims TB303743 to TB303758 in the name of S. Staunton, 

Bracebridge, Ontario. The two claim groups are not contiguous but are 

separated by about 3/4 of a mile of open ground. Following receipt and 

plotting of the geochemical results an additiojval^-six--clairtis were staked 

early in 1972 as protective coverage. These new claims are not covered 

in this report of work. The claims are beneficially owned by Anglo 

United Development Corporation Limited, Suite 2602, Royal Trust Tower, 

Toronto-Dominion Centre, Toronto (40?;) ; A. van der Brink, 455 Churchill 

Drive, Winnipeg, Manitoba (301); and Stewart Staunton, Bracebridge, 

Ontario (30%). An option agreement, agreed to in principle, has just 

been negotiated with Mineral Resources International Limited, One 

Calgary Place, Calgary, Alberta. An application for extension of 

time for the first year's work on the claims has recently been filed 

with the Mining Recorder in Thunder Bay.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

Claim Nos. TB302583 to TB302602 inclusive, lie along the north 

side of Heaven Lake, while Nos. TB303743 to TB303758 inclusive lie

immediately west of McLay Lake; these lakes are approximately 62 miles
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north and slightly west of Thunder Bay North (Port Arthur). A good 

map reference is Map No. 2065, The Atikokan-Lakehead Sheet of the 

Ontario Department of Mines Geological Compilation Series; the area 

under discussion lies in the N.E. quadrant of this map, 89 0 36' West, 

49 0 18' North.

The property can best be reached in the summer by road by taking 

Highway 800 (Highway 17 - Armstrong) north for about 60 miles to Camp 

17 of the Abitibi Paper Company, from which point one of their woods 

roads takes off westerly to McLay and Broddy Lakes, cutting through the 

heart of the North claim block (Nos. TB303743-303758). From the south 

end of McLay Lake to the most northerly bay on Heaven,Lake is only 

1-1/4 mile, but the prospectors established a separate camp on this 

latter Lake and serviced it by float plane from the town of Hurkett, 

on Highway 17, some 75 miles to the southeast. It is necessary to 

obtain permission from the Woods Department of the Abitibi Company 

before using the Camp 11-McLay Lake road, but this is reasonably given 

to bona fide prospectors. Best access in the winter is by air from 

Hurkett.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

In an extensively overburdened area such as this, the normal 

approach, after prospecting had failed to reveal anything of more than 

passing interest, would probably have been by electrical and magnetic 

geophysical surveys. In view of quite frequent zones of intense 

(mostly barren) sulphide mineralization in the immediate vicinity of 

the claims it was felt that such methods would not be selective enough 

to differentiate between barren sulphides (pyrite, pyrrhotite) and
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those containing values in copper and zinc. As considerable work was 

going on in the area by other mining companies with unknown results it 

was decided to try the geochemical soil approach, as a cheap and 

probably effective method of prospecting.

The claims had been located because of a likely looking contact 

between migmatite and chloritized greenstone in the case of the South 

Group at Garden Lake whereas the North Group at McLay Lake had been 

staked to cover an apparent flexure and attendant magnetic anomaly. 

(See Geophysics Paper 2100, Armistice Lake, Ontario, Sheet 52 H/5 , 

Ontario Department of Mines and Technical Surveys.) Air Photo No. 

18954-63 of the Air Photo Division of the Federal Department of Energy, 

Mines S Resources, which covers this section does not indicate any 

particular fold pattern, although some lineaments do suggest a fairly 

complex fault system for the overburdened area immediately west of the 

south end of McLay Lake.

The writer is not personally familiar with the geology within the 

claim groups but has relied on Geological Report No. 25, Larder Lake 

Area, Ontario Department of Mines, 1964 by V. G. Milne for the 

geological interpretation of the results obtained. The various rock 

relationships are well shown on Map No. 2058, Garden Lake Area, East 

Half, l" = l mile. From discussions with the prospectors, it would 

appear that surficial cover is extensive with outcrop being less than

Speaking generally, the claim groups lie mainly in a l - 1-1/2 

mile-wide belt of andesitic volcanic rocks covering the southerly con 

tact with diabase, as at McLay Lake and mostly with gneiss, migmatite 

and some diabase along the North side of Heaven Lake. Samples of
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mineralization from adjacent claims consisted of dissemination and 

stringers of pyrite and pyrrhotite with very minor chalcopyrite and 

sphalerite in a chloritized andesite host rock. There was considerable 

evidence of shearing and crenulation in the specimens. The Atikokan- 

Lakehead compilation sheet suggests a strong northeast-southwest linear 

cutting the migmatite-greenstone contact at the precise point where a 

strong geochemical copper anomaly was detected on Claims 302591, 302592, 

302596 and 302597 - this anomaly is believed to lie on greenstone side 

of the contact and may represent a concentration of copper-bearing 

sulphides.

On the North Group, west of McLay Lake, another moderate to strong 

copper anomaly occurs on Claims 303749 and 303758 that appears to occur 

in diabase close to the greenstone contact. This may be a spurious 

anomaly as the manganese readings are extremely high in the same zone.

THE GEOCHEMICAL SURVEY

The geochemical survey was carried out during September and 

October, 1971 by S. and L. Staunton of Bracebridge, Ontario; both 

have had more than 25 years prospecting experience. Their work was 

laid out and supervised by the undersigned who has had experience 

with such surveys in many parts of the world since 1950.

The survey crew ran pace and compass lines, on the azimuth at 

500' intervals^ marking their course and stations with fluorescent 

flagging tape. Line and footage indications were marked on the tapes 

with indelible felt-tipped markers which are usually good for one 

season. Traverse lines were tied into the blazed and cut-out claim 

boundaries.
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Soil samples were taken at 400* intervals/ below the organic 

horizon wherever possible. A l" stainless steel/ extension auger 

capable of boring to a 12-foot depth was used. Average depth of 

samples taken was about 24" below surface. The soil obtained at the 

bottom of the hole was placed in an unlined, heavy Kraft paper bag 

(2" x 6") with a fold-over, eyelet-hole top, folded shut in two 

diagonal and one horizontal fold to obtain a single eyelet. After 

marking the sample number on the bag it was then strung on a stout 

cord with other samples. At the camp, the daily collections were 

placed in heavy waterproof polyethylene bags and tied shut to prevent 

any possible contamination. Between samples, the auger was tapped and 

wiped clean to prevent "salting" by the previous sample. No further 

preparation of the samples was made in the field.

The samples, in their protective polyethylene bags, were packed 

in strong cardboard containers and shipped to the geochemical labora 

tory of Northgate Exploration Limited at 24 Torlake Crescent, Etobicoke, 

Ontario. This is an atomic absorption type laboratory that has been 

in operation as a private laboratory for a number of years. It ceased 

operations late in 1971 as a result of Company policy, so there is no 

way of determining at this time the details of sample preparation or 

the particular method used in the determinations other than to say the 

hot extraction method was used. Copies of lab reports are attached. 

All samples were run for copper, lead, zinc and manganese and the 

results reported in parts per million. The operator had had more 

than five years experience in this type of work.

Upon receipt of the analyses, the results were plotted on two 

base maps, one for each claim group (North and South) on a scale of
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l" z 400'. Each sample location had been numbered and these stations 

were plotted in their proper position on the base map. The base map 

was originally "blown-up" from Forest Inventories Map No. 493893 of 

the Ontario Department of Lands and Forests, printed on a scale of 

l" = 1 ,320' . In the field, positions were also established by the 

use of Air Photo No. 18954-63 on a scale o f l" ^ l mile.

When the results were plotted on the base map, the analyses were 

studied and averaged. It appeared that the lead and zinc values obtai 

ned were not significant but that copper, despite high attendent values 

in manganese (which usually acts as a metal collector in organically- 

derived soils) could be of interest. It seemed that about 50 p. p. m. 

would be a fair threshold value for the copper, so the readings were 

then contoured at 50 p. p. m. intervals. The direction of drainage 

and/or slope of the ground has been indicated at each sample station 

and the field note book contains a description of the type of tree 

growth or vegetation, type of soil and depth at which the sample was 

taken. Preparation of the soil survey map, including contouring, was 

done by Mr. Owen Rutherford, B. Se. of Central Geophysics Limited, 

731 Osborne Street, Winnipeg 13, Manitoba. Mr. Rutherford is a 

geologist who has been practising his profession for more than 20 

years.

Breakdown of samples collected and line-miles traversed is as 

follows :

North Group (TB303743-758) 172 samples 10.6 miles 

South Group (TB302583-602) 223 samples 14.4 miles

TOTALS: f 395 samples 2 5.0 miles
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A number of samples were also taken in the general area of the claims 

to establish background conditions for the survey. These results have 

not been plotted.

NORTH GROUP

It is felt that the northwest-southeast trending copper anomaly 

in the northwest corner of the claim block (Claims TB303749 and TB 

303758) should be sampled in greater detail for better definition and 

then trenched to determine the cause of it. It could be caused by 

disseminated chalcopyrite along the diabase greenstone contact.

Sample Location No. 40, in the northwest corner of Claim TB303745, 

obtained a reading of 298 p.p.m. copper; this site would also bear 

closer examination in the field. Similarly, the one station high 

(No. 37) on Claim TB303743 on the west shore of McLay Lake; the two 

zones of 10Q+ readings on Claim TB303757 and several other stations 

obtaining values in excess of 100 p.p.m.

SOUTH GROUP

The only apparent concentration of copper values on this group 

appears to be along the north side of Heaven Lake. The anomaly on 

Claim TB302590 would appear to be related to the andesite-migmatite 

contact projected to run through here. It might be possible to do 

some stripping and trenching here to explain it.

The northerly trending anomaly on Claim TB302596 is the strongest 

obtained in the whole survey. If it cannot be explained by trenching 

then definition by an electrical survey is suggested prior to diamond 

drilling. It may be associated with a strong fault shown on the 

Atikokan-Lakehead compilation Map No. 2065 at point of intersection
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with the contact between the andesite and younger migmatite.

All other analyses in excess of 100 p.p.m. in copper should also 

be field checked. The single reading of 2000 p.p.m. copper obtained 

along the east boundary of Claim TB302594, in the northeast corner of 

the Heaven Lake group, may be an erratic but it should also be checked 

out in greater detail by further closely spaced soil sampling.

O. A. Seeber, 
Consulting Geologist.

Toronto, Ontario, 
May 21, 1972.
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TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDS
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.
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Type of Snrvpy Geochemical Soil Survey
Township or A ^ Heaven Lake Area, Thunder Bay M. D. 
Claim hniHpr(s) A. van der Brink, 455 Churchill Drive , 

Winnipeg. Manitoba and S. Staunton.
Author of O. A. Seeber. (Bracebridge, On

Suite 401, 25 Adelaide West, Toronto I , On 

ept. 6 to Oct. 29/71_______
(linccutting to office)

25.0 miles traversed

Covering Dates of 

Total Miles of Line cut

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.
ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical
— Electromagnetic.

DAYS
per claim

—Radiometric
-Other
Geological.
Geochemical.

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne surveys)

Magnetometer. .Electromagnetic. . Radiometric
(enter days per claim)

nATR-
7 Author of Report

PROJECTS SECTION 
Res. Geol. ̂ ^^-—
Previous Surveys -i.

Qualifications

Checked by. .date.

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH

N pproved by.

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH. OL
Approved by. .date.

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

(number)
(number)

.TB3P2.5.84............TB3P.37.44.

,TB3p2.58.5.............TB3p.37.45.

TB.3.P.25.8..6............TB.3.Q.3..7.4.6,

...TBJD258S.............TR3D.32A9.

TB302591 .TB303251.

..TB.30259.5............TB3P.375.5.

..TB3P.25.96............TB3P.375.6.

i TB3pi25t97 t .. f . iii ....TB3pi3757(j

.TB3025.5.8............TB.3P.3.7.58.

.TB.3.Q2.59.9..................................

..TB.3.QZ60.0..................................

..TB3.Q2.601.................................

.IB3.Q2.6i02..................................

TOTAL CLAIMS- 36



GEOCHEMICAL SURVEY - PROCEDURE RECORD

Numbers of claims from which samples taken.
South Group Nos. TB302583 - TB302602 incl. (20 claims) 

North Group Nos. TB303743 - TB303758 incl. (.16 claims)

Total Number of Samples— 
Type of Sample. soil

Average Sample 
Method of Collection

(Nature of Material)
l - 2 oz.

l" stainless steel
extension auger

Soil Horizon Sampled 
Horizon Development 
Sample Depth Average about 24

B" below organic mat. Others.

Terrain Gently undulating, low wooded 
ridges and muskeg depressions^^^^

Drainage Development___Poor
Estimated Range of Overburden Thickness. 

O - 30 1

SAMPLE PREPARATION
(Includes drying, screening, crushing, ashing)

Mesh size of fraction used for analysis Samples—-— 
were dried in their bags, screened and 
a portion of the -80 mesh, fraction 
taken for analysis^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Samples were placed in unlined 
heavy Kraft envelopes and sent to lab.

for drying, screening and fractionation. 

Precise data not available as this 

laboratory now closed

ANALYTICAL METHODS

Values expressed in: per cent di
p. p. m. L2u
p. p. b. Q

^n) Ni, Co, Ag, Mo, As,-(circle) 

Manganese—————————.——

Field Analysis (. .tests)
Extraction Method. 
Analytical Method- 
Reagents Used___

Field Laboratory Analysis
No. —————————- .tests)
Extraction Method. 

Analytical Method - 
Reagents Used__

Commercial Laboratory (. ____________tests) 
Name of T.ahnratnryNorthgafre Exploration 

Extraction Method___Hot———————————
Analytical Method Atomic Absorption 

Reagents Used —-———,———^——-—-——————

General Northgate Exploration Limited, 
parent company of Anglo United Devel 
ment Corporation Ltd., one of the 
beneficial owners of the claims, had 
operated several atomic absorption 
laboratories for many years. Anglo 
United arranged to have the Heaven 
Lake samples analyzed there at 
flat inter-company rate ofJ?2

sample.
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